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PALM

Carol MacTaggart

CLIMATRON, ST. LOUI
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ohn Haines

HUNGER
I was born to this crowded waste,
came late in my time
to know the knot in my belly.
To read the soil,
a warning written in the rocks;
and formed in a book
of my own making
such wordless images
the earth gives up:
faces like broken bowls,
the mouths
stuck together with saliva.
Body of stone, this flesh
piled with leaves,
weighted with slime and clay:
seeping through thousands
of pages, a stain
like green mud
thinned into water.
And I have seen myself
an animal, stripped
of all comfort,
not able to speak my name:
a terrified creature
gnawing at roots.
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ON A SKULL CARVED IN CRYSTAL
He would need the exact
knowledge of death
to be so clear in mind.
To see past death to the hard fate
of stars, by fire and frost;
the deepest diamond in its put
of coal might shatterthe only speech possible to stone.
Intelligence is what he finds,
gazing into rock as into water
at the same depth shining.
Bone-box filled with potential
shadow, no longer the head
of a man, not even his shapen skull,
but a changed and luminous thing.
Mirror, glazed forehead of snow;
holes for its eyes, to see
what the dead see dying:
a grain of ice in the stellar
blackness, lighted
by a sun, distant within.
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Sheila Nickerson

WILTSHIRE IN MAY, AN IDYL

(for John Haines)

Moon hangs in the apple tree,
A blossom of light.
Through the cottage windows
We watch. The land lies still,
All the way to Avebury and beyond.
Stones have walked with sheep
Over the fields to listen.
The zodiac lies down,
A menagerie of stars
Masticating night.
Now it is time to pass
From our small beds
In the glass house
Into the giant fields
To meet those herdsTo kneel at their sides
And learn the passage to solstice.
Mist rises from burial mounds.

It grows cold, still quieter.

Cows, called to their milking,
Arise, trample down daisies
Their dark way home.
Grass reassembles itself,
And the fence posts come back
Like messengers down from the hills.
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THE WOMAN WHO KEEPS CHICKENS
With her husband dead,
There are only the chickens.
The cold winter cut into
Their feathers along with the rats.
The spring rain muddied their pen.
Their eggs still come, though,
Like letters from the dead.
Written in sepia tones,
Only the mystery of eggshell,
The strength of the ellipse,
Makes morning worth searching for .

IN THE FISHING VILLAGE
The boats in the backyards
Talk to each other all winter
Of keel things. They have even
Been known to sing,
But only in deep cold
When snow steals their decks
And they keen for the sea.
No one rushes out from
A warm house to listen,
Because they think it is
Wind in the wires. Only fish
Can tell and the fishing people
Who have almost died at sea.
Mostly the boats discuss
Quiet things like best catches
And courses-not rocks, wrecks,
And the nakedness that holds them
Captive while the tide strains
To reach them twice a day
And release them from cradles of cold.
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FOG
Fog is a tribe
That lost its soul
Bartering for space.
Now it owns everything
From snow to sea
But has no home.
That is why, in revenge,
It makes the land
So lonely, separating
House from house, shore
From nearby shore.
Robbing what it cannot
Use-views, islands, and
The sky-it reminds us
Like a sudden death
How short our tenure is.

trrell Anderson Family Collection

BAPTISM BY
IMMERSION
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Jerry Cable

THE NEW OLD NENANA HIGHWAY
I wind myself up
the hill on a slow bicycle
one eye on the roadside
for something lost
between the beer cans
with their one drink of rusty
rainwater
There's been fire
somewhere its smoke
seeps in along the valleys
Finding the top
I stop for my knotted leg
a dandylion flares up in the ditch
burning yellow
and a rabbit living the shoulder
shies back into green
impassable alder
This year the department
of highways is cutting it back
from the windshields
and in the seventh year
rabbits thump under tires
and the pavement is stained
with indecision
Blurring in the spokes it was
of no importance I glide
for a moment
Disappear into a curve
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BLACK BUSHES

Yvonne Mozee
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G.C. Sterling

MACHIAVELLI'S AUTOS
The joy of power fills my hands,
The easy grace of turning wheels.
I am abeyant with ontology,
Not at home to teleology,
That frustrated incipience of means and ends1 possess the sufficiency of motion.
But inadvertently I've pushed the seat too far,
Two inches back I reach out for control
Through slightly changed perspective
And a warning light,
Brake and slam against
The omnipresent machinations of machine;
And I remember having seen
Two days ago,mandrake men, masters no more,
Hovering in servitude about their two
Cars parked obscenely mouth to mouth with hoods
Uplifted, adjusting each to each
The cables for their flow.
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Jerome Salzmann

from AMERICAN JUMPING BEAN

My friend Slavomir told me all of his troubles. His
Gutenberg Bible was being eaten by diabolical termites. His
wife had run off with an Aztec harp tuner. His postman had
athlete's foot. His Perpetual Motion Machine was running
too rapidly. His son had joined the moonbathers. His
begonias had warts. His TV had too many adjectives. He was
certain that he was going to die some day. His mind was being
consumed by the conviction that God had rented a collection
agency on earth to dun him for unpaid punishment. I listened
and my guilt became as great as the differences between the
leaves on all the trees. A quarrel followed and the friendship
ended.
With his feet on the ceiling the demon was hanging over
me. He had the face of a starved monkey and wore an orange
and purple suit with an orange and purple derby which did
not fall off. He was smoking a small cigar and the ash did not
fall. What kind of demon are you? I asked. He took the cigar
out of his mouth and said, They send me out on odd
jobs-like people who ask too many questions. Tell me, he
added, which is more unbearable-unbearable hate or
unbearable love? I said, you are a romantic demon. He
answered, No insults just answer the question. Unbearable
hate, I said. In your next reincarnation, he snorted, You will
be a drum used only for Wagnerian operas. Then he disappeared into an electric light bulb which crackled and went
dark.
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Miles Martin

WINTER'S PROBLEMS*
You know what the hardest thing is?
It's keeping your balance.
You put on three pair of socks,
and each leg of two pair of pants,
and finally your shoes.

Do all this in complete darkness,
without touching the dirt floor with your socks.

*(1st week Jan.-Nearly broke my leg trying!)

Emily Herring Wilson

WINTER IN COHASSET
As quiet as snow in the graveyard,
winter comes home, like an uncle
who never speaks, but lays his hand
on your hair when you are sleeping.
And you wake, your hair white, and
walk out in the world, listening.
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from a photographic series
entitled FRONTIER CHILDREN

Brian Allen
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Kevin C. Cole

THE LIFE OF THE NIGHT
All at once things seemed to be going wrong for Ollie
Barrett, until one day he got up before the sun and went out
into the woods behind Torrent's place and tried to hang
himself, but even that went wrong. The branch broke, and it
and Ollie and his leather belt came crashing to the ground,
and Ollie was knocked out when his head found a rock
through the layers of leaves. Kenny Torrent went out there
later in the morning to mope around the way he used to, and
he found Ollie and woke him up. Kenny brought Ollie home
for lunch, and Ollie swore him to secrecy, and then everything
was all right for a while.
Kenny had sworn, so he only told his brother Billy, and
after that all the kids on Bristol Ridge took turns checking up
on Ollie and keeping him company. It was all like an exciting
game, like being in the movies, only better. Ollie must have
been suspicious from the start, because he had always been so
cranky and quiet that the kids had never liked him much
before that. Now he was looking around, everywhere he
went, and finding a kid where there'd only been a tree or a car
just before. We asked him a million good questions, such
as-why is boiled ham always square when it comes from the
store if pigs are round all over? or how did the trees know to
grow only around the edges of Loomis' fields?-so that when
he got cranky it'd be us he'd want to kill, and not himself.
The one thing that was never clear to anyone was why he
wanted to do it at all. Things had been going sour on him, or
that's what he thought-everyone's parents were talking
about it in secret tones at night in bed. How he'd lost a few of
his friends to accidents and cancer. How his wife and he were
turning out such opposite characters, both in love with work
and money but she even more in love with spending too much
on things. How his factory was always laying off people since
the latest war and he might be the next to go. These were
troubles, we agreed, but the house was still there, solid and
well-placed on a sunny corner and surrounded by oaks and
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maples planted by his grandfather, and he got along passably
well with his neighbors and all, and when you stood right
there in front of him you couldn't imagine that any of those
other things were enough to make him want to be not just
standing there. It wasn't that just standing there had all that
much to say for itself, but if you looked right into his eyes it
didn't seem as though all those reasons had as much right to
him as we had. That all sounds foolish, and I shouldn't have
brought it up, only it was so important then that we stayed up
late some nights, kicking rocks around up near the crest
where you could watch all the houselights in the village, trying
to nail it down.
One night Bitsey Millar went up with us. He wore a cap,
and as he walked he pounded the ground and the trunks of
small trees with his cracked softball bat. The bat buzzed and
hummed when it was struck, and aside from the cars that
would pass along the road to the left of us it was the only
human sound you could hear. As long as Bitsey's bat was
chattering away the rest of us kept quiet. Bitsey wanted us to
pay attention to him instead of to Ollie, so we gave him his
half.
In the blue darkness the bat led us farther down the ridge
than we usually went on nights when there wasn't a game.
Bitsey was swinging it way around over his head and back
down, like a sword, and he cleared a path through some tall
weeds. A car came racing across the valley and up the pike until its headlights blinked us and you could see in the instant of
light that we had just reached the point where the ridge and
the road and Lucas Panovich's stone hedge came together on
a little flat spot. On the other side of the hedge was the corner
of the hayfield that Lucas left for everybody to play ball on,
and when there wasn't a game all the people stayed away
from it as though it was haunted. It was a space set apart, like
an idle movie screen, and the five of us automatically veered
over to the road rather than cross the rockpile and step onto
the field. Chuck and I went across the road for some pebbles
to throw, and Bitsey and Billy and Willy sprawled out on the
grass of the high shoulder where bored spectators used to sit
and watch for traffic between innings. They were laughing at
something, and behind them the ballfield was dark and the
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bushes alive with crickets. Chuck was crouching in the ditch,
and something rustled through the dry brush and startled him
and he jumped up.
"Hey what's that!"
"What's going on?"
Then Bitsey was over and then he was flailing the life out
of a middlesized groundhog, and Chuck and Billy were watching from their distance as they backstepped their way slowly into the field. Bitsey puffed and pounded with his bat until
the head and the gut were split open and the legs were quivering uselessly in the air. He looked up at me and said "It's a
beauty, ain't it?" His breathing was hard and scorched with
the effort. I didn't answer him.
"What's the matter?"
"Nothing."
"Where'd the others go?"
"Over there."
"They don't like it?"
"I dunno." We were just standing there, not knowing
what to do. "Where's Willy?" I said.
"The little kid?"
"Yeah. Hey Chuck, where's Willy?"
"How should I know?"
"He was over there."
"I thought I heard him running away," said Billy.
"He was too little anyway. Too soft," said Bitsey.
"Hell, we used to get groundhogs all the time. What's the
matter with you guys?"
"You didn't have to hit it so much."
"Had to make sure I got him."
"Wonder what happened to Willy."
"We ought to get it off the road."
"Yeah, a car could get messed up."
"Aw who cares. Cars hit that stuff all the time." Bitsey
waved us away with a jerk of his fat hand, like an umpire
ejecting us from tJ.te game.
"Just leave it alone." We started back along the edge of
the field. "Should we go without him?" I said.
"He knows his way around."
"Yeah, but it's dark."
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"You want to yell for him?"
But there was no need to yell. A flashlight was bobbing
across the ballfield and we knew there'd be trouble. Lucas
Panovich was coming, and Willy was right behind.
"What the hell you kids up to, screaming and yelling in
the middle of the night." Lucas had on his heavy lumber
jacket and his cap with the earflaps even though it was a
warm night, and his funny foreign voice seemed to echo out
from behind his coat collar. "This kid you got all worked up,
what for, this ain't New York."
We didn't say anything, and then Bitsey cut in.
"Where'd you get that voice anyway, Woolworth's?"
"What?"
"Knock it off Bitsey."
"You gonna take this crap from him?" he said, and he
poked his thumb at Lucas' face.
"He's been here longer than you," said Chuck.
"This ain't his land, what's he got to say?"
"You think you pretty smart kid, I tell you, you ain't got
so much, you gotta beat up the, the, woodchuck all over."
Bitsey Millar and Lucas were faced off squarely. Chuck
and Billy and I slid away to the side. It wasn't our fight
anymore.
"Hey stick around you," said Lucas.
"Yeah, wait up you guys," said Bitsey, and his voice was
giving away his worry.
"You, you stay the hell away from now on."
"Let's go, guys," said Bitsey.
"You go on," I said. "We'll be back down later." He
looked at us in the light of Lucas' torch, sullen and lonely,
and halfway down the hill we heard him toss the bat as far as
he could up into the rocks. It whistled and swished high in the
air.
"What the hell makes a guy like that?" said Lucas. He
was not angry anymore, and he spoke very slowly, as though
he'd had it all written down but had left his paper at home.
"Sure everybody has to kill the, woodchucks sometimes, like
when they go in the food. But to be proud."
"I dunno," said Chuck.
"He's new," said Billy. "Always tries that stuff." Lucas
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was walking along his hedgerow, every stone of which he had
carried up the side of the hill, one at a time. Everybody knew
Lucas was the hardest worker around. He had bought some
of Torrent's swamp, and cleared it, and built his house and
started crops, all on his own, and he gathered his hay into little rounded cocks, like in paintings, when everyone else
around had a baler. He was almost as old as Billy's grandfather, but he was never idle. When there was nothing else to
do you could see him walking around on his land, from one
end to the other, and at night he flicked his flashlight at the
stars.
He led us down the row toward his house, where I hadn't
been since before he'd moved in. On either side of his flashing
beam, lying silent in the dark, was a strange, new land. I had
forgotten about Willy, but then I heard him bringing up the
rear. I was hoping Lucas would give us a ride home in his
pickup.
"I got a friend of yours down 'n my house," said Lucas.
"You want to come see him, huh?"
"Who?"
"Ollie Barrelt. Pay me a visit."
"I dido 't know you were friends with him," said Billy,
but he knew from experience that Ollie didn't like Catholics.
"I never have much chance to talk to him before. I think
he be all right."
"What do you mean, all right?" I said.
"Ah, you know, everybody got problems. Ollie thinks
he's the only one. But he isn't."
"Did he tell you?"
'"bout what?"
"Nothing."
"I catch him early tonight climbing up one o' my trees.
And he was drunk as a stone. He coulda really hurt himself."
No one said a word. If Lucas could know about it then it
wasn't a game. I realized we had never truly considered it
possible that he would try again. We had never really been in
touch with him at all.
"It might have been what he wanted to do," I said .
"I know," said Lucas. He turned and aimed the light in
my face. "Don't try to think I'm so dumb. I was in the war."
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We had reached a spot where the stone hedge turned a couple
of corners, leaving a long wide space of flat rocks. Lucas sat
down on one that you could have sworn was used to his
weight. He rested his flashlight in a readymade crook in the
tree and switched it off. We sat on either side of him, in the
warm night, and the moon was just beginning to come up. It
was like we were all in a rowboat on an open ocean of
blackness and breezes and dim distant stars. The light from
his kitchen reached across the field to us like an arm.
"He's in there now, just sittin' there at my table, Iookin'
at the wall."
"What're you going to do?" said Chuck.
"Nothing." Lucas leaned over and began to rub the
muscles in his leg. "You just talk to a person like that, and
cross your fingers. And that's it. Pray a little, maybe. You
kids know how to pray? I guess you do."
"Yeah," said two voices in the dark.
"I don't," said Lucas. Not anymore. Not so good." He
let out a long breath that was like frustration, and you could
almost feel his chest closing in on itself. Soon all of us were
listening to our breaths as we sat, and no one melted into the
blackness.
"Ollie prays," said Chuck.
"You mean he goes to church?" said Lucas. "I don't
hear Mass much anymore, maybe two, three times a year. I
don't care, but it don't feel right not going in the holy
season.''
"My father does the same thing," said Billy.
"But it don't mean he prays. Ollie I mean," said Lucas. I
was getting itchy on my rock. Lucas was getting to sound like
Mrs. Williams, who used to go out every Sunday afternoon
and knock on doors, "for Christ," as she said.
"Because you go to Church for other things too," said
Lucas.
"Yeah."
"But you talk to a man like Ollie is now, you can't say
what he wants to do makes no sense. It does make sense all
right, and you got to tell him it don't for other reasons."
"Why does it make sense?" I said.
"Well it does," he shrugged. His body seemed ancient as
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it rustled in his clothes. "But you need angels or something.
It's no good to get out every day and not know for sure about
things . You get up in the morning and nothing looks right,
your wife a stranger in the bed, your house like some
rockpile. That's why it makes sense to him."
"Does it make sense to you?"
"To me? No!" he laughed. "Do you think I would be
here now?" He got out a crumpled pack of cigarettes and offered them around. I lit one up. "I can understand, sure, but
it don't make sense exactly." The moon was still on its way,
and we could just make out the presence of the trees and the
hill and the house.
"You know, I saw plenty of guys do like Ollie wants to
do. Years ago. During the war. The Germans, and then the
Russians, and they thought we would never get out. And my
wife, she believed them too."
"That's why it doesn't make sense?"
"That's why it does. Or did . But I can still understand,
what the hell. A man don't forget."
"Why can't he just keep on going like he is?" I said.
"You want him to?"
"Yeah."
"Why? I tell you why, because if he don't then you
don't. Or you don't want to. Or you think you can't. That's
all," he said, and his voice raised a little.
"We can't just let him do it," said Chuck.
"What do you mean, let him? We don't want to let him,
but who are we, God? Maybe he be better off, who knows?"
"How could he be better off?"
"Look, it's for him to decide. Maybe we don't want him
to, maybe we won't be better off, but we talk to him and he
goes and does it anyway, who has the right to stop him,
huh?"
"My father said it's illegal," said Chuck.
"Wouldn't you want to stop him?" said Billy.
"Of course I would want to. Maybe I would. But there is
a point where that has to stop too. Like, why did you not stop
your friend up there with his stick?"
The moon's little light was now like a mist on top of the
dark. Frogs and crickets were humming to themselves down
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at the creek. Nobody talked, and all the sounds became important. We sat and listened to the life of the night.
"Well, this is so much talking, it's gettin' very late," said
Lucas. He got up and slapped his knee. "If you want I should
give you a ride home." The red end of his cigarette glowed
imperturbably and then flickered as he took a hungry pull.
"What about him?" said Billy, and he snapped his head
toward the house.
"Him too." Lucas grabbed his flashlight. "Or maybe
he'd want to stay." We began to pick our way through the
shortest but toughest stretch between us and the house. We
took turns peering at the path and glancing at the kitchen
light, and before we were halfway we saw Ollie come out the
side door with a stick over his shoulder. He began to stroll
around behind the house in Lucas' orchard. Then he disappeared in the patch of moonshade that was general beneath
the trees.
Suddenly Lucas must have had an idea what was going
on, and he began to run as best he could and reached the level
field before we did. He shouted at Ollie, and ran, and stumbled and then walked quickly. We caught up to him fifty
yards from the house.
"What's wrong?" I said.
"Hurry up. Where'd he get that stick?" said Lucas.
"Ollie" hollered Chuck.
"Go on, louder," said Lucas, and just then as he said it
there was a burst of light like flint and steel and then a
thundering sound and for a few seconds it sounded like brittle
rain in the apple orchard. "Christ," said Lucas, and he
pointed his beacon at Chuck's back. "You. Stop. Get in the
truck. All of you, go."
Willy was at the front step, standing and whimpering a
little. Chuck and Billy took him over like a pair of hens and
guided him to the truck. Lucas was slowly approaching the
orchard, grazing his light all around near where Ollie was, up
in the trees, over the grass, until he stood over the only place
he hadn't yet looked. His circle of light was trembling at his
feet. I waited, and then slowly he moved the beam over to
show where Ollie was sprawled, and up the trunk of the tree
where he was splashed, and as the light shot past the tree I saw
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bloodstained Queen Anne's Lace beyond. He turned off the
light and turned around, and his chest was heaving and
shivering and his throat made noises. He brushed past me between the outer trees and walked quietly to the back of the
house. Then he raised his arm high over his head and as he
quickly lowered it he said "Damn" and the lamp smashed
against the brick of the cellar. "Damn him" he said. The
crickets and the nightbirds and frogs were coming back as we
headed for the truck. They all chimed in together as if to
make up for lost moments, and Lucas gunned his engine to
drown them out. Nobody spoke until we were up the lane.
"We get down there you guys, just let me talk. Okay?"
said Lucas. "We all saw. We say he fell, okay? We say it was
an accident. Okay?"
"Okay," said somebody.
"What's his wife's first name?"
"Edith."
"It'll be okay," said Lucas. "Okay."
He clinked it into gear, and together the five of us rode
the distance to home. Lucas muttered under his breath as he
stared out where his headlights made the moonshine seem
black. We were all huddled up close in the tiny cab, Willy on
my lap, Chuck on Billy's, and nobody gave a thought to
riding outside on the wheelwells all alone. We were half hoping that everyone would believe it had been an accident;
maybe we could make it into one. We wished we could go on
riding forever, grateful for one another's warmth and
presence and the fear that had bound us together.
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WHITE DANDELIONS

Yvonne Mozee

30

Mark Bruner

VITO
his face:
beaky wedged &pinched
like that of a sun-wrinkled turtle
ad nauseum shouting:
wuuuuuun
twoooooo
thr. ..
and waving fruitless gestures
at large grunting men;
Vito of the round cabbage body
refs ALL STAR WRESTLING bouts
in clutching sweat-ravaged shirts
and baggy pants that actually
look
smelly in the crotch
5 nights of the week
Vito shuffles horne greasy from the factory
with no more than a Swanson T.V. Dinner
as a totem of his existence
but every Saturday night at 8 prn
Vito crawls into the roped ring
and arena lights wrestle about
on his damp bald head
as if intent on being the halo of a fool
or the crown of a happy man
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PIONEER (SEPTEMBER)
she is
wet
when she
enters my home
but outside
it is not
raining
and I
wonder
if there are
worlds
I know
nothing
about
so I ask and
yes she says
that I should
touch
her
brown
muscles
and know
there is a
bloom
that defies
winter

)

!

\
i

/
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D.C. Berry

BULGE
Though sheathed in amethyst
tighter than Dixie's
praying hands at Vicksburg,
the Japanese
Magnolia in Mississippi
unknobs its bulge,
a fist wound
violaceous, a puce
kamikaze
into obtuse
Mississippi. 0 Johnny
the sky that pulped you blue bugles
purple. Japan's out for you.
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BEL'ETUDE NO. 33

(for Belmont)

Your hands are gull sculptures.
Though one's banded with my ring,
Your wings are fixed to your wrist,
Always on the wing.
I watch the left awhile,
Then the right,
Not knowing what will not fly,
What will take flight.
Highflyer,
You won't be
Shot
Off a powerline.
These days I'm the blind
I crouch behind,
Gun shy, half-cocked,
Afraid I'll go off.

BEL'ETUDE NO. 40

(for Belmont)

I've gotten too small for myself
I hear me shouting at me; I mean
I can see me shouting up at me,
Waving, antic, foolish.
We're getting out of touch
With each other I make a fool
Out of myself by hollering back.
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Darleen Masiak
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Mark Holian

TONIGHT'S HORSE
Tonight I would like to own a horse
Who lives in a peeled log stable
On the wide bend of a shallow river
Below a pass through tree covered mountains
Which echo faintly back
Slow guitar music
On long summer evenings
A frisky brown horse
Who couldn't understand ownership
If he had the remotest desire to do so
But a horse who knew a great deal
About light and sound
And pressure and heat and cold

CIGAR
I tried to find answers
The way, drunk, I tried
to find a dropped cigar
in an old pickup truck
traveling down a dusty
road at night doing
forty five miles an hour
"Sonofabitch is here somewhere"
Of course I ran off the
road into a ditch then got
out thinking maybe I
shouldn't have done that
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Peggy Klein

WORLDS
Sometimes I wish that I could wake up mornings
and know that beyond the soft horizon
was nothing
nothing but the sun hanging in a changing sky.
Yesterday I saw one of my neurons,
electron magnified into a tree (its dendrites branches).
Good grief, how many worlds are there?
Not long ago I had just one world,
now I have at least 2 dozen and not one of them real.
Usually I've tried to collect them.
Even before that teacher in high school,
who used to urge us to broaden our pitifully-narrowhorizons.
Your minds, another teacher said.
Your hearts, I said. But it was all the same thing.
Assuming that one can really share another's world.
Of course, I would have said to the warm-eyed
mosquito,
(if I could have heard him,
if he had addressed me,) of course I am dumb
and blind and deaf,
even my favorite sister finds me hard of hearing.

ESKIMO ARTIST
Chuna sketches ruffs
aurora borealis
'round seal hunters' heads.
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Taylor Graham

MRS. QUIST GETS ON
She slept in the one hotel
astride the famous fault.
Came in looking wrung and belldamned, unannounced as she was
expected
like the knockdown after the moon
goes dead at full. False.
She never was expected.
Walked through graffiti and posh
uptown, thumped her bags
full of balls and cards and fortune
tellers tricks, or just
sex,
and scattered business in all
directions.
When the quake came (we assume)
she kept on rolling.
Notified, her next of kin
denied first her, then
her passage. Item: not
responsible for her
refusing to be devastated
at her demise. Item:
sin has no relatives. And:
two months later
who but Sadie Quist
was the twister
all Iowans remember as Sadie?
(How many went down
that night? how many
only woke up dizzy?)
Item: the aforesaid lady
was not even born in their state,
but in Kentucky.
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THE ACCOUNTANT, HIS WIFE
In trance, she comes to
Russian. An alien
retakes what he thought
he held, especially
nights.
She breathes
an innocence so stale
he wants to seal back
her tongue.
She plays this intruder self
blind-eyed, crazily believing
herself. Then skips back
another life,
stripped down
to essentials: scrubgirl, the crimson
alleys of London.
He denies her
as she lies palpable,
hand's reach
away. His dreams
never came through
to morning
and he never asked
for hers.
Her mind could hold
such things ...
Called back,
she counts the furniture,
catches her latest
reflection in the mirror.
She's been here before
and smiles at him, giving up
all the other rooms it might
have been, the possible
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lives she might have been
waking up.
He follows her out
like a retinue of borrowed
husbands.

MUDGEON'S 65th MARCH
Under the ice
sea-skin, the gray waters
dizzy him with their measure.
The trick
is a rolling stroll
as if the sidewalk tided.
It holds. Ice,
the unsteadiest face,
this morning holds fast.
He meets this mirror
through his soles.
Tomorrow's sun
could dissolve the pavement,
every street
shimmering down to sea.
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Betsy Adams

from In Antarctica:

Off Ice

All right! I admit it!
I want to go to Antarctica where
I can stop
the high powered Airconditioning
cooling the hot, specialty smells
of the kill floor; Where I can slip
around on frozen blood-the blood
that doesn't have cow eyes, with
possible retinal uses in labs,
bobbing all over the head table;
Where the stuck pig, still swings
and grunts just before he drops
into the hot bath to clean him,
swims around, can't fight the turning
dunkers that don't allow him
to rise and get his breath. (That goddam
tub holds 100 pigs at a time at
80° Fahrenheit at a time!);
And not know about how frog's eyes,
best at the fovea, just where (Look,
you dummy, frog's eyes don't have a fovea!)Well, how frog's eyes form a transparent
layer of cells, the Rhodopsin layer,
where the cleanest spikes can be made;
Don't want to know, want it to be
imperfect and unmeasurable. And my
friends can say: Yea, I still like you,
even tho you're neurotic as hell.
This business of being off ice,
of being walking around in the world,
I want out!
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from In Antarctica:

WITH SOME WOMAN I ADORE

With some woman I adore,
watching over me with her own candle.
And I go out and freeze, stop,
and someone goes out and brings me
back, and stacks in sheaves against
the wall
and stare at a coupla minutes
before they all truck over to Andy's
for some beer.
There: the rivets all around,
but not one into my flesh,
the wall supports. I can relax into
the ice. She cannot talk to me,
and ask me. And I cannot tell her
anything that I know
and I can stand here Stiff
and never bend from the waist again.
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ALICE AND SUSANNE
(to Susanne Langer)

In that year,
and in the six before
the earth was sedimented, lost
its instantaneous birth. The revolutions
and a discovered skull cracked
a Genesis mind: The spilling
onto working places of a bestiarya select, caucus racey bestiary,
with Alice to give prizes to all.
It was in that year, the lost
the abandoned waif. To find her
beginnings and ours
became finally an open-ended question.
That ship to small islands That
small girl down a bunny hole:
that bestiary swimming backwards and
back
and back.

And
logic: symbolic.
Measuring voice to stay
a wandering, to fill a hoping.
But the open-endedness
too wiley for even these tools,
try they will:
Susanne among, and Alice within
the rings of changing runners.

In 1856 the first Neanderthal skull was found; and in 1959 Darwin's
voyage on the Beagle culminated in "Origins of Species. " This latter occurred 6 years before Alice in Wonderland was devised by Lewis Carroll.
Susanne Langer is one of the first philosophers of language to devise a
systematic difference of analysis between artistic and logical syntax. Her
works are important breakthroughs in linguistics-and hence, in
poetry/human understanding.
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Ann Fox Chandonnet

KATHYO.

"You gotta underStand women; they are not real
people. "-Arthur Fonzarelli, "Happy Days"
She's twenty-four, pleasant,
keeps to herself.
Reads gothic novels, talks horses.
Tells me in some states stallions
are considered loaded weapons,
have to be licensed.
She phones one day
to ask may her daughter
walk to the bus stop with us:
"I hurt my side."
No explanation.
A few days later, on the cold road:
"I went to the doctor for my side.
Garry (her husband) asked me if I told
him about falling off my horse a month ago.
I didn't tell him that." She giggles.
The subject folds.
Next day I mention arguing with my spouse,
and she says she and G. fought:
"I told him we should request a credit check
on the buyers
for the house.
But he didn't.
I try never to disagree,
but when the bank said they must
do a check-and this would delay
us several weeks-I had to fuss."
Sauteeing onions for dinner,
I pick up the scentthe spoor of violence on my shoe;
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pieces click into place:
her husband beats her.
(I'd caught her in little lies,
trying to please.
Her daughters, too, six and five.
Six is a bitch, a tease,
out for the throat of the underdog;
five collapses like a souffle
at the slightest reprimand.)
Kathy's leaving in May,
back to Mather's New England,
back to Daddy and the hazel switch.
At the bus stop she's convincing
me her souffle-daughter's hair combs out best
with a horse brush:
"It has wires."
This stimulates the scalp, she says.
Luckily the sun is in my eyes,
and I am already wincing.

SEPTEMBER IN CHUGIAK

(a series of jour haiku)

Thunk, thunk, thunk-one more
neighbor converts from creek to
well before freeze-up.
Nine pm and dark
outside- how quickly winter
lowers its steel lid.
A swoosh of leaves in
a pitch black gale; light reveals
a birch on the beets.
My glasses steam as
I enter the house; tea steams
in my thick, brown mug.
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Nora Young

THE DOMINEE
The desk was much scarred by the anguish of its previous
victims; tall and bony, it was a dying insect engaged in its last
mating ritual. Upon its back lay a large ledger, white pages
open and unblemished; to the right of the ledger, recessed
deep into its arteries, was an inkwell filled to the perfect point
with black ink, an ink so indelible that no amount of prayers
or incantations could remove it. The desk was mounted by the
Dominee; a crackly man he was, tall and spindle legged as the
desk. Slow in his movements, dry, he seemed to be made of
various shades of tissue paper, brittle and thinner than
poorhouse soup. No meat hung upon his bones, no juice to
his mouth that might warm into the semblance of a smile.
The Dominee was, in times of peace, the minister at the
Presbyterian Church to which 98 percent of Scotland belonged. In this year of 1944 he was serving as Teacher in our
village school, thus freeing another teacher for more important work than the shaping of young minds. The room was
quiet; my heart was the loudest thing to be heard. The other
pupils waited, impatient for my sufferings to begin.
The Dominee extended his claw, pen attached, into the
inkwell. "What is the name?" "Nora Fleming, Sir," I
replied. His claw was of parchment yellow, topped by
delicately black nails. A scratching sound made me aware of
that clawed pen tearing little marks into the bare breast of the
book, the scratches filled with ink making my name in
English. "Religion," he crackled. I was struck dumb at the
sight of his yellow-rimmed eyes. "Presbyterian," he muttered, continuing to tear at the page. "No, Sir." He hacked
and gouged at the poor book; ink began to pool after my
name. "Church of Scotland." Again my small voice and
again the dreadful ritual; the stain around my name grew
larger still. "P-R-0-T-E-S-T-A-N-T!" He ripped the word into its paper flesh. My pity for the book was acute; I had to
stop him, for both of us, speak once more. "Sir, I am not a
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Protestant." He sucked in his claws, clasping them like a
praying mantis, clicking and creaking, head darting back and
forth, finally clasping the desk with his forearms, holding it
to him. His voice came forth like an antenna seeking my
scent. "WHAT are you then?" "I am a Catholic, Sir." The
room hummed with sound; I was a strange species, whispered
about, but never actually glimpsed. A participant in strange
ceremonies, a follower of forbidden gods.
The Dominee quivered, clicked and renewed the attack.
The book was horrible to look at; streaked blotches of agitation, drops of indignity surrounded my name. "Very well,"
writing as he spoke. "Religion, HEATHEN!" He underlined
the words with a flourish. "Sir, Sir, I am not a heathen; I am
a Roman Catholic!" Oh, Dear God! I had raised my voice to
the Dominee; the sounds heaved around me, but I was not
struck down dead.
"You are then, A POPISH
HEATHEN!" The book endured this final onslaught; thus I
would be known.
I walked towards the hummers, an alien in the hive, and
the Dominee's face smiled.

LULLABY 1941
Come Messerschmidt, Stukka, dive and bomb.
Play me my wartime lullabye song.
Strike cymbals of terror that steal the breath
Of anguished scream and awful death.
Soft the soprano, incendiary fall.
Alto of Ack-Ack, throbs over all.
All the bright colors, red, yellow, blue.
Pray unto God. None are for you.
See the bright Tracers, shiny new racers.
Stream in the sky, high over my head.
I listen with wonder. Not safe in my bed.
Deep into my pillow, I bury my face.
In that other time. That other place.
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M. Lindholm

PERSONAL POSSESSION
In the warmth and darkness, I lie awake and watching.
Winter moon and star light touch their colors on the
scene.
Moonlight paints with silver the great branches of the
spruce tree.
A twisted stump is reaching, clutching whitely at the
stars.
The wind stirs the spruce, and it drops its ice rimed
cones.
On our roof they clicking roll, like metal booted mice.
The wind falls, hissing, and the limbs cease their slow
swaying.
All stillness now, and solemn, the trees shine in my
sight.
"This is our house," and I touch him close beside me.
He stirs and he mutters, but his dreams still hold him
fast.
So I smile at the window and the tangled silver branches.
"This is our house, but the moonlit trees are mine."

BROTHER
Of course he still haunts you.
Did you really expect a boy like him
Would flop down in his grave
Admitting it was all over?
For many years you will find
His footprints in the new snow;
Hear his whistle far across the field.
He was always an impatient boy
Waiting on you.
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Carol MacTaggart

LAFAYETTE SQUARE

Nancy Thackray van Veenan

UNTITLED
Honey
and tea
leaves
in the bottom
of the cup
and huskies
howling a mile out.
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Nancy Thackray van Veenan

WHEN THE RAVEN FLIES
When the raven flies low over the rocks
and his shadow follows tight under and dark
it is a very bright day
and there is almost nothing to do.
When the ravens fly together
above the round rock
and follow and hang under each other like shadows
it is a bright day with a wind around it
and what little there is to do they do it together.
When the ravens sit together on the rock
and there is no shadow except for one beside the other
the sky is heavy and the wind never stops
and there is nothing to do but they do it together.

UNTITLED
The sparrow is in the air
and leaving.
There is
inside me
the flutter of one thousand sparrows
loosened by the voice
of the leaving one.
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KITES IN DRAWERS
Kites in drawers,
lions in cages,
dogs on chains,
thoughts, too.
Leaning against locked doors.
Leaning against hope kept in boxes.
Windy days not used,
lions unvisited,
barking into deaf ears,
smiling at the sightless.
And the sightless smiling back.
Hearing the tree that fell in the forest
when there was no one there to hear it.
Kites, lions, dogs, thoughts loosened
(listened to).
Only the kite depends on its line
and can be wild then confined then wild again
and remain real in its dark drawer.
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Karen Randlev

THE DWARF
Getting on the greyhound from the hot August night,
I gulped
and ducked my head into the silent
cigarette-conditioned air,
weaving my way carefully, one hip at a time,
to the last vacant seat
next to a dwarf
on the bus from Oneonta to Baltimore.
My dwarf seatmate had his little duds
hung up,
two hangers on the wall handgripclothes a man wide, a doll long,
while he sat asleep,
back against the window,
stockinged feet abutting the line
between his seat and mine.
Carefully sliding,
I tried arranging myself
as far from as possible, the narrowness
of the chasm between
diminished by my build and the stretch
of his legs.
And so I rode
the next two hundred miles,
cotton-clad toes drumming
sleep rhythms against my thigh.
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UNIVERSITY BAPTIST CHURCH
SUNDAY CONCERT
In church last Sunday
listening to the Brahms Requiem,
in English
with a flat tenor section,
why didn't the old deaf man
in the front row center
tear out his hearing aid,
and vomit convulsively
as he lurched out
into the night?

LOUIE BLACKMAN
Louie Blackman raises African violets to sell
and has no proboscis:
pruned by a deft surgeon's hand,
his nose tells the storystray drops of mucous
clearly slide
unsupported down his face;
his wife, carefully nodding, brings him
the Groucho mask of nose and glasses-his prothesis
rare
for special days and trips to town.
You should feel flattered, he says:
not many see me bare like this,
crumbling soil beneath his nails,
he moves to pat the flowering plantstheir velvet leaves as blotters to his damp;
he doesn't mind except on days of cold and flu
when there's no damming up of body liquor.
Once back in town
I shy from staring as people pass me by
for fear they, too, will take off their masks,
just for me.
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A.J. Wright

UNTITLED
before nightfall her singing starts
a clear pure sound
that she pours over us
like cold spring water.
but we cannot awaken;
we simply roll over
and between songs
we order another round.
the darkness settles over us
like an eyeless hood.

THE HEAD OF ORPHEUS SPEAKS
I don't sing too much anymore;
Vaudeville is dead. Circuses are dying.
All the freaks have moved to the capitals.
So these days I mumble a lot,
Watch some television
And every now and then take to the streets
In the earliest light of dawn
To chalk in different colors
Graffiti on every wall I see.
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Jim Martin

RENTAL CAR COMMENTS
What could be more alone
than driving a rented Cougar
(not even Hertz,
but something second rate)
down Century Boulevard
toward the L.A. Airport
in the middle of rush hour.
All heads stare forward
as if the law proscribed
motion in a driver's neck.
The traffic lights
are unable to communicate
with one another
or with me. The signs
offer little but confusion,
and the kamikaze Volkswagens
dart in and out
like bees among steel flowers.
I move the signal lever down
to indicate a change of lane,
but a red and white Cadillac
immediately closes the hole.
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WISCONSIN FARM

Ken Kollodge
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Gerald Savage

LEVITY/77
In the gravity out by the woodpile, snow all
around-penetrable snow, yet all around-kept coming
down, not staying up as one would think but for the gravity. One would lay this sense of gravity to the snow
but for the woodpile, which was brought up above, and
the double-bitted axe, which was not brought up.
Another aspect: this small balloon
of thought not drifting away like breath (which did, among
the snowflakes) but settling right down to earth, real
decisive: the double-bitted axe, one would think, but
for the gravity.

VOICE, RAYEN
Am I obliged to celebrate
day to day between
sky frost and earth frost?
Moon phasing the long nights,
sun's cycle a sparse ration,
what act changes everything?
Raven passing over,
checked its wing rush,
returned at my outcry.
Finding voice, Raven
moving in sky frost,
remarked triumph of utterance.
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Charles Waterman

HOSTILITY TO STRANGERS
The dogs bark so I know that someone comes.
They don't stop people, though;
they only keep away animals
that might let me look at them.
Their barks help keep the monotony here
where I work, trying to imagine life.
I part the curtains:
it is a thin-faced man, a strangerlean, about middle-aged, in a Cargill cap,
but with a jacket that says he is more an engineer
than a farmer. He wears construction boots,
like some I've got.
I can feel how they crunch the gravel
on the shoulder of the road.
He seems to be just passing by,
head lowered, walking with a purpose.
Suspiciously, I wait to see if he strays
down the entryway to my garden
where I have recently buried
carrots and potatoes
and spread compost around
to finish the year.
No, he's not a garden-robberhe looks like he wouldn't even notice
much but the road.
He probably works for the county,
and maybe has an orange truck stuck in the ditch,
and is going on to Bud's place for a telephone.
He'll encounter dogs just as loud as mine there.
Sometime he'll have to decide
just to walk right through them,
with talking and petting if possible,
up to the trailer house door and knock
and ask for help.
I am at least for the moment relieved of giving it.
I move to another window and watch him get lost.
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MAPLE SYRUPING
It is simple how I love now,
my mind six weeks in one place:
first, like an itinerant,
scraping the snow away
for a place to set the cooker,
make a second camp;
and even on days when I can't get theretoo cold for the sap to flowmy head there anyway.

There was the pleasure of construction
on the first really warm day:
leveling the pan,
feeling the sun thaw mud to stop the holes with,
seeing insects alive down in the leaves
though there is frost two inches lower;
seeing the chimney up, cutting the first dead maple
for hot fire;
and then going around putting the spiles in
and getting some of the first and sweetest sapIndian tonic-in our blue, plastic bags;
a trip to town to borrow the stock tanks
from the man at the feed millto whom we promise two quarts-;
unloading them at the trees,
along with two hundred feet of black plastic hose,
"The Chanaska Pipeline"
and threading it over a ravine and down a hill
to make it all easier.
At home we scald the old cans,
rinse and try to patch last year's bags
and order new stuff from Aniwa, Wisconsin.
When the cold comes back the bags freeze
and bulge like blue ice-sausages.
I spend a day piling them on a toboggan
and boiling ice.
That way we stay warm and stoke the opening
and make the first maple syrup.
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Jean Anderson

SHORT REVIEWS
The Wife & Other Poems by Ann Fox Chandonnet. (c/ o
Chandonnet, Box A, Chugiak, AK 99567.) cl976, published
January 1977. 48 pp. $2.50 ppd.
Ann Fox Chandonnet explores the physical and emotional terrain of female existence boldly in The Wife & Other
Poems, displaying her customary gifts of endurance, vigor,
earthy humor, and an intelligence always free of sentimentality. Chandonnet's language flows and swells with jagged
vitality. A special form of beauty results. In "The Wife," the
title poem of this collection, for example, the poet herself is
all fluid motion, a sentient underwater catfish diving and surfacing to detail the secret lusts of her "perversely puritanical"
heroine in "earth shoes," whose thoughts are:
light as gull bone;
her anchoring limbs, ponderous amoires.
There is a looseness, a roughness, on the other hand, to
such otherwise extremely powerful long poems as "Gram:
Only the Ashes," "Anniversaries," and "Marriage (Loaves
and Hatreds)." This seems to result chiefly from excessive
length. In these poems and a few others, the poet-possibly
attempting to avoid sentimentality in her treatment of
emotion-laden subject matter-sets in motion a pebble-sized
avalanche of specific details and (sometimes clashing)
metaphors.
The shorter poems are more effective. A compact
toughness, a very real-and very touching-urgency of emotion fills such poems as "Peonies," "Non-Mother & Child,"
"Making a Business of Pleasure," "Adoption," and "Fall,
the Tenth Year.''
Chandonnet is at her best when she gives free rein to a
persistently tough, scavenger-like quality in her nature. (Her
poem "Hair Roots" in A Long Line of Joy, reviewed below,
seems the perfect example.) Chandonnet's is the voice of the
knowing survivor, the wounded but still clear-eyed human
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who can accept life's inherent cruelty and ugliness by ingesting it, identifying it with one aspect of her own essential
vitality. Like the Gram of her long poem, Chandonnet
understands that: "The soul thrives on contrast. "

Cicada, by John Haines. (The Wesleyan Poetry Program:
Volume 86.) Middletown, CT, Wesleyan University Press,
c1977. 80pp. $3.45
Cicada, the most recent full-length collection of poems
by Alaska's most eminent poet, was reviewed by Marjorie
Cole in the third issue of permafrost.
In Five Years Time, by John Haines. (Number 1, Cutbank
Chapbook Series.) Smoke Root Press, Dept. of English,
University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59813. c1976. 23pp.
$2.00
In Five Years Time is a good starting point for readers
unfamiliar with John Haines' poetry. Most of the poems in
this short collection are simple and specific-and perhaps
slightly more accessible than is usual for Haines' work as a
result. These poems sketch individuals and events, detail
specific relationships with a vigor that is very appealing.
"Like a Wave," for example, has to be among the most
beautiful love poems ever written. Yet Haines holds firm to
his characteristic spirituality; he keeps his soulful breadth and
depth and his own prophetic vision. "Tar" and the collection's title poem, for instance, ring out like prophecy.

In a Dusty Light by John Haines. The Greywolf Press, P.O.
Box 142, Port Townsend, Washington 98368. c1977. 42pp.
$5.00
This beautifully printed and illustrated collection is vintage Haines and contains some of the strongest examples of
John Haines' powerful voice. Poems like "The Eye in the
Rock," "Things," and "The Head on the Table" glow like
small, perfect stars. "Homestead" begins with these lines:
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It is nearly thirty years
since I came over Richardson Hill
to pitch a bundle of boards
in the dark, light my fire
and stir with a spoon
old beans in a blackened pot.
It would be simplistic to say that John Haines is a
"nature poet." Nor is Haines' vision "transcendent," focusing as it does on the power of nature to outlast and stretch
beyond the confines of the merely human. And yet, Haines
hints, the human spirit can partake of this same central and
enduring natural power. In a Dusty Light metaphorically
catalogs the ways in which man is at home-and yet not really
at home at all-on earth. Haines sings of-and to-the
human spirit in all its metaphoric beauty, in all its specific
ugliness. His voice in this collection is pure and visionary, a
voice challenging us to inhabit our own souls.

The Border Wars (a long poem) by John Morgan; illustrated
by Lyric Ozburn. Fairbanks, Musk Ox Press, cl978. 24pp.
$2.25
The Border Wars, a 390-line poem by UAF English professor and permafrost advisor John Morgan, is a kind of interiorized Illiad, a psychological epic poem which re-shapes
the free flow of consciousness in a dramatic form. A portion
of the poem won the Carolina Quarterly's 1977 contest for
new writers. Morgan's strongest poetic characteristics are to
be found in The Border Wars: intelligence, a gift for expressing the intellectually surreal, and an ironically selfdeprecating dark humor. Morgan explores the possibility of
human transcendence here, one of his recurring themes. The
reader's mind swirls along with Morgan's. UAF art student
Lyric Ozburn's illustrations are a visual bonus.
A Long Line of Joy, Poetry, Commentary, and Interviews,
edited by William J. Robson. (c/o Robson, 5585 Orange
Ave., Long Beach, CA 90805.) cl978 . $3 .75
Will Robson's most recent anthology offers the extreme62

ly varied work of sixteen poets, including Alaskans Ann Fox
Chandonnet and Joanne Townsend. (The closing line of
Townsend's "Grandfather Poem I" serves as the anthology's
title.) Elliot Fried, a Californian whose poetry has appeared
in permafrost, also has three poems here. However, A Long
Line of Joy-beyond the fact that it presents the work of
some fine poets-may be most striking for its inclusion of
commentary by and/ or interviews with each of the sixteen anthologized individuals. These present motley insights into the
creative process and make for fascinating reading. (This
reviewer's vote for the most enjoyable poem of the collection
is Kirk Robertson's "TMs ESTs & other duck hunters.")

The Place, by Charles Waterman. (Minnesota Writers'
Publishing House, Booklet No.8, Last Word Bookstore, 408
South Third St., St. Peter, MN 56082.) 21 pp. of poetry.
$1.50
Two poems by Charlie Waterman appear in this issue of
permafrost. In The Place, Waterman's poetry is as tranquil
and meditative and patient as it is in permafrost's sampling.
Waterman achieves a Robert Frost-like voice, a wisdom as
pure and simple, as good-humored and real as the language of
his poetry. But Waterman's voice goes a step further; his sturdy peace engages the reader, persistent as the voice of "The
Rooster" in his first poem of this collection, aware that:
Sometime
he will slip his call under the sun like a lever.
All the birds will join him.
Thus, these poems are "good," in the old-fashioned sense of
that word: loving, life affirming, awake to nature.
The Place may also be of interest to Alaskans because it
is published by the Minnesota Writers' Publishing House,
which was started in the fall of 1972 and is an economic
organization owned by the writers themselves. Each writer invited to join contributes $300, which is used to purchase printing equipment and supplies. Books are sold at reasonable
prices, and money paid in is gradually returned to the author
in the form of royalties. Ideas, anyone?
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CONTRIBUTORS
JOHN HAINES is a well known Alaskan poet and author of several books of
poetry, the most recent of which are Cicada and In a Dusty Light. He is currently
writing an autobiographical prose work about his years in Alaska. Portions of this
work have appeared in permqfrost and Harper's.
MARK BRUNER is a native of Prentice, Wisconsin, a graduate of the University of
Wisconsin at River Falls, and a Wisconsin State Poet-in-the-Schools for the 1978-79
school year.
CHARLES WATERMAN has published two books of poetry, The Place and Talking Animals. He is a part-time writer-in-residence for the Southwest Minnesota Arts
and Humanities Council, is married to the poet Cary Waterman, and is "resisting
old age through wisdom, tennis, kids and work."
GERALD SAVAGE: "Born just west of Detroit on a farm no longer extant. Grew
up on the brink of a creek named Bunton Drain. Courted the wife by Belle Isle
moon, aluminum canoe, and Silvertone guitar. Have been schooled in universities in
Michigan, Alaska and Kansas. Now have motley daughters, pets and cars, ten acres,
the original wife, and a job in a bank."
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KEN KOLLODGE, with his wife Kathy, runs a photography business in Fairbanks
called Double Exposure.
GERALD CABLE lives in Fairbanks.
BETSY ADAMS has a M.S. in Biology and a M.A. in English. She is working on a
Ph.D. in Ecological Evluation, Biology at Wayne State University in Detroit. She
has published poems in numerous magazines and also articles on Biophysics in
several professional science journals. She is also science editor for Second Growth, a
magazine of sciences and the arts. At the present she is "very much involved in seeking and implementing alternatives to the uses of animals in Bio-medical research and
related areas."
CAROL MACTAGGART has a B.F.A. from Pratt Institute in Brooklyn. She lives
in Fairbanks, where she is a freelance photographer and teaches art workshops for
elementary teachers at UAF. She is married to Terrence MacTaggart.
JEROME SALZMANN has had stories, poems and drawings in numerous
American and European magazines and anthologies. He is the author of several
books: The Swiss Turtle, Fables and Fantasias, Maximilian Meschugge, and A
Tickle Is A Wet Itch. American Jumping Bean is a booklength manuscript.
TAYLOR GRAHAM's poems have appeared in more than sixty little magazines, including the third issue of permafrost.
KAREN RANDLEV is an Alaskan writer, photographer and part time sculptor
whose poems have appeared in previous issues of permafrost, as well as Northwest
Arts, Jeopardy, The Full Cry, and Celebration.
D.C. BERRY teaches English at the University of Southern Mississippi in Hattiesburg.
MARK HOLIAN's permanent address is College, Alaska. But he has recently lived
in Nome, "working for the Alaska Gold Company (a Utah outfit) as a laborer,
thawing the ancient frozen beaches behind town for dredge no. 5."
ANN FOX CHANDONNET lives in Chugiak, Alaska. Her second book of poems,
The Wife and Other Poems, is reviewed in this issue of permafrost. She is also the
author of two cookbooks, and has recently had poems accepted by Boreal, The Fiddlehead, The Wormwood Review, Ploughshares, and the Westerly Review.
A.J. WRIGHT, 26, has published more than sixty poems in such journals as Red
Cedar Review, Kansas Quarterly, Mississippi Review, Poem, Free Lance, etc. He
wears several hats, including paraprofessional librarian, radio announcer, and
keeper of the crooked nail. He is currently seeking nirvana; or, in the absence of
that, a publisher for his manuscript, Frozen Fruit.
SHEILA NICKERSON is a well known Alaskan poet who lives in Juneau.
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JEAN ANDERSON writes fiction and poetry, and is the editor of permafrost.
BRIAN ALLEN has had photos in the 6th Alaska Positive and the All Alaska Juried
Show this year. He is currently doing photography for the City of Fairbanks
Historic Buildings Survey. He has also sold photographs to Black Belt magazine,
and his work appeared in the third issue of permafrost.
NANCY VAN VEE NAN is a graphic artist and poet who lives in Fairbanks.
PEGGY KLEIN is an Alaskan who attended UA Fairbanks for two years and is now
studying at Evergreen State College.
GARY STERLING teaches fifth grade at Henry W. Longfellow School in
Pasadena. His prose and poems have appeared in numerous magazines.
MILES MARTIN (known by his friends as "Wild Miles") has lived in Alaska since
1973, spending most of that time in the wilderness. Last winter he lived in an insulated houseboat, "five miles from Galena across the Yukon, pulled up a slough,"
and spent the summer back in the river, heading out "someplace more remote. "
M. LINDHOLM lives in Kodiak, and writes both poetry and fiction.
YVONNE MOZEE is a professional photographer who lives in Anchorage. Her
work has appeared frequently in permafrost.
KEVIN COLE lives in Cincinnati, Ohio. He grew up on a farm near Steinsburg,
Pennsylvania, and has attended Lehigh University.
DARLEEN MASIAK is living outside of Fairbanks, Alaska.

TOM ANDERSON is a senior at Lathrop High School in Fairbanks.
NORA YOUNG lives in Fairbanks. " I am a student of Norma Bowkett's, and that's
honor enough for anybody ."
EMILY WILSON used to live in Cohasset.
JIM MARTIN waited 8 months for an objective decision. He lives in Scotts Valley,
California.
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RUNNERS

3 issues of permafrost
for $5.00

A year's subscription to permafrost will bring you the
work of fine Alaskan writers and artists three times a
year, in the spring, summer and fall. To enjoy the art of
modern Alaskans, as well as a sampling from writers in
the "smaller states," send your name and address and
$5.00 to:
permafrost
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

